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Garbage Billboard - ‚Each day a little more‘Garbage Billboard - ‚Each day a little more‘

On the glass container pedestrian could read:
„This is the rubbish dropped around this bus
stop since monday.“
Everyday the garbage around the bus 
shelters was picked up and placed inside the 
small glass container. 

Advertising Agency: Colenso BBDO, 
Auckland, New Zealand
Executive Creative Director: Nick 
Worthington

On the glass container pedestrian could read:
„This is the rubbish dropped around this bus
stop since monday.“
Everyday the garbage around the bus 
shelters was picked up and placed inside the 
small glass container. 

Advertising Agency: Colenso BBDO, 
Auckland, New Zealand
Executive Creative Director: Nick 
Worthington

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/09/anti-litter-awareness-rubbish/



More Garbage....More Garbage....

...from Leo Burnett Limited, Hong Kong: For 
the Christina Noble Children's Foundation an 
ambient campaign was developed which
informed the public about the bad situation of 
street kids in Vietnam and Mongolia. 
Garbage bags shaped as little children were
placed in refuse alleyways, labeled with the 
claim „street kids feed on garbage for
everyday sustenance.“

...from Leo Burnett Limited, Hong Kong: For 
the Christina Noble Children's Foundation an 
ambient campaign was developed which
informed the public about the bad situation of 
street kids in Vietnam and Mongolia. 
Garbage bags shaped as little children were
placed in refuse alleyways, labeled with the 
claim „street kids feed on garbage for
everyday sustenance.“

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/cngarbage.jpg



… Can't get enough of it? … Can't get enough of it? 

Here is some Garbage street art:
Urban Design project: In Cape town five 
design studios redesigned black garbage 
bins to bring colour in the streets of 
Johannesburg. 

Here is some Garbage street art:
Urban Design project: In Cape town five 
design studios redesigned black garbage 
bins to bring colour in the streets of 
Johannesburg. 

Source: http://www.cherryflava.com/cherryflava/2008/09/woodstocks-stre.html



Print Campaign for a SoapPrint Campaign for a Soap

The idea of the 
print campaign
from Lifebuoy
Soap is 'you eat 
what was the 
last thing you 
touched prior to 
your food'.
Claim: You eat
what you touch.

Advertising
Agency: Lowe, 
Jakarta, 
Indonesia

The idea of the 
print campaign
from Lifebuoy
Soap is 'you eat 
what was the 
last thing you 
touched prior to 
your food'.
Claim: You eat
what you touch.

Advertising
Agency: Lowe, 
Jakarta, 
Indonesia

Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/lifebuoy_kitten



Big Drama in Print: Torn moneyBig Drama in Print: Torn money

SulAmerica is one of the largest insurance
companies in the Brazilian market. For the 
old print medium, they developed an  
involing way to dramatise how easily
money is wasted: By opening the magazine
a faked banknote is teared automatically. 
Claim: “SulAmerica prevents you from 
doing the same with the resources of your 
company.”

Advertising Agency: MPM Advertising
Creative Directors: Aaron Sutton, Jorge 
Iervolino
Creative Team: Jose Arnaldo Suaid, 
Augusto Coelho, Luter Son and Daniel 
Bronfen
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Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/sulamericatorn.jpg



Audi PosterAudi Poster

This poster was 
displayed close 
to Audi 
dealerships 
throughout 
Germany to 
vividly 
demonstrate 
the dangers of 
blind spots. As 
a result, the 
dealerships 
recorded a 
noticeably 
higher demand 
(+35%) for the 
Audi Side 
Assist.
Agency: Philipp 
und Keuntje
Hamburg
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Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/08/audi-side-assist-blind-spot/



Guerilla campaign: Something to declare?Guerilla campaign: Something to declare?

To remind travellers
about what they 
have in their luggage 
before choosing the 
red or the green 
lane, the Dutch 
customs regulations 
service conducted a 
guerilla campaign: 
they put faked 
suitcases with a 
crocodile tail sticking 
out amongst 
traveller’s luggage 
on the reclaim belts . 
On the suitcases 
travellers could read  
“Something to 
declare? Please go 
to the red channel.”
Agency: S-W-H 
Amsterdam
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guerilla campaign: 
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On the suitcases 
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“Something to 
declare? Please go 
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Agency: S-W-H 
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Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/09/dutch-customs-regulations-something-to-declare/



The cheering and photo taking billboardThe cheering and photo taking billboard

Big in Japan is a Swedish reality show 
featuring two ordinary Swedes that have one 
month to make it big in Japan. These 
billboards are equipped with motion detectors 
and speakers. As people went by they set off 
crazy Japanese fans, cheering and taking 
pictures of them. Agency: Le Bureau, Sweden

Big in Japan is a Swedish reality show 
featuring two ordinary Swedes that have one 
month to make it big in Japan. These 
billboards are equipped with motion detectors 
and speakers. As people went by they set off 
crazy Japanese fans, cheering and taking 
pictures of them. Agency: Le Bureau, Sweden

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/tv6small.jpg



Promotion: Chucky takes NYPromotion: Chucky takes NY

To the release of the Special Edition DVD of 
horror cult movie Chucky, „Good Guy“
characters turn NY City up side down.

To the release of the Special Edition DVD of 
horror cult movie Chucky, „Good Guy“
characters turn NY City up side down.

Source: http://www.greatwhiteark.com/buzz/chucky-wird-20/



ReeF N‘ BeeF Print Campaign ReeF N‘ BeeF Print Campaign 

For the Australian 
restaurant chain 
ReeF N‘ BeeF in 
Copenhagen, 
Denmark Saatchi & 
Saatchi developed 
this print campaign. 
“If it’s not 
Australian, it’s not 
on the menu.”

Agency: Saachi & 
Saatchi, Denmark
CD: Simon Wooller
AD: David 
Ebbesen, Tobias 
Ambs-Thomsen

For the Australian 
restaurant chain 
ReeF N‘ BeeF in 
Copenhagen, 
Denmark Saatchi & 
Saatchi developed 
this print campaign. 
“If it’s not 
Australian, it’s not 
on the menu.”

Agency: Saachi & 
Saatchi, Denmark
CD: Simon Wooller
AD: David 
Ebbesen, Tobias 
Ambs-Thomsen

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/09/reef-n-beef-pig-chicken-cow/



Sunglasses Promotion  Sunglasses Promotion  

Nothing is more convincing than a self-
experience. This is the motivation behind the 
promotion „Sunglasses / No vision“ which is a 
good example for an act related experience.

To create attention to the problems of 
permanent visual handicapped people,  
SpecSavers and KNGF Guidedogs conducted 
a striking promotion: They developed a 
special pair of sunglasses with completely 
dark glasses, however, it looked like a normal 
trendy model. In 80 SpecSaver stores this 
sunglasses have been integrated in the racks 
with normal glasses. 
Whenever a customer tried one of these 
models, he experienced how it feels to be 
visually handicapped. 

Advertising Agency: UbachsWisbrun JWT, 
Amsterdam.

Nothing is more convincing than a self-
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good example for an act related experience.
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special pair of sunglasses with completely 
dark glasses, however, it looked like a normal 
trendy model. In 80 SpecSaver stores this 
sunglasses have been integrated in the racks 
with normal glasses. 
Whenever a customer tried one of these 
models, he experienced how it feels to be 
visually handicapped. 

Advertising Agency: UbachsWisbrun JWT, 
Amsterdam.

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/specsaverssunglasses.jpg



Puma Online Marketing: Compete against BoldPuma Online Marketing: Compete against Bold

The Olympic Games are over. But now 
everyone can take on the fastest man in the 
world: 
On the site 
www.pumarunning.com/#EN/running/content/
side/youVsBOLT Puma initializes a virtual 
race against Usain Bolt. They let users run as 
an oversized hand and compete with the 
100m world record holder. 

The Olympic Games are over. But now 
everyone can take on the fastest man in the 
world: 
On the site 
www.pumarunning.com/#EN/running/content/
side/youVsBOLT Puma initializes a virtual 
race against Usain Bolt. They let users run as 
an oversized hand and compete with the 
100m world record holder. 

Source: http://www.greatwhiteark.com/category/online-marketing/



Yoga strawYoga straw

This creative ambient idea was developed by  
Leo Burnett, Shanghai, to demonstrate the 
the prowess of a yoga practitioner. The straw 
was distributed at fruit juice bars that are 
highly frequented by the target audience.

This creative ambient idea was developed by  
Leo Burnett, Shanghai, to demonstrate the 
the prowess of a yoga practitioner. The straw 
was distributed at fruit juice bars that are 
highly frequented by the target audience.

Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/ambient/y_yoga_center



Ambient campaign: Top-heavy AdAmbient campaign: Top-heavy Ad

To announce their new check-in system, "Air 
New Zealand" marks the back of the head of 
their clients with a temporary tattoo, visible 
for approximately two weeks.
The airline casts people who are willing to be 
a 'Cranial Billboard'. Each 'Cranial Billboard' 
will receive $1000 cash for their efforts. First 
castings will be on end of September, 2008. 

The tattoos will draw people’s attention to the 
changes of the airline's check in system and 
direct them to learn more at 
changingthewayyoufly.co.nz.

To announce their new check-in system, "Air 
New Zealand" marks the back of the head of 
their clients with a temporary tattoo, visible 
for approximately two weeks.
The airline casts people who are willing to be 
a 'Cranial Billboard'. Each 'Cranial Billboard' 
will receive $1000 cash for their efforts. First 
castings will be on end of September, 2008. 

The tattoos will draw people’s attention to the 
changes of the airline's check in system and 
direct them to learn more at 
changingthewayyoufly.co.nz.

Source: http://www.smh.com.au/news/news/air-nz-heads-up-ad-campaign/2008/09/09/1220857509296.html



Guinness PromotionGuinness Promotion

For Guinness the design firm Lunar BBDO's 
created a typographic promotion: The lettering 
of the claim is mirrored in a dark glass full 
with Guinness. 
Creative direction by Paul Brazier with Ben 
Kay (copywriter) and Daryl Corps (art 
director).

For Guinness the design firm Lunar BBDO's 
created a typographic promotion: The lettering 
of the claim is mirrored in a dark glass full 
with Guinness. 
Creative direction by Paul Brazier with Ben 
Kay (copywriter) and Daryl Corps (art 
director).

Source: http://www.greatwhiteark.com/category/ambient/



Ambient MarketingAmbient Marketing

To promote the 
business journal 
The Economist 
this poster with a 
parabolic mirror 
has been 
developed to 
visualize the 
claim „Know
what‘s round the 
corner“. Created
by the agency: 
Lunar  BBDO's. 

To promote the 
business journal 
The Economist 
this poster with a 
parabolic mirror 
has been 
developed to 
visualize the 
claim „Know
what‘s round the 
corner“. Created
by the agency: 
Lunar  BBDO's. 

Source: http://www.creativepro.com/article/if-you-can-read-this-you-re-hired



Digital „Wringles“Digital „Wringles“

An interactive advertsing campaign was 
installed in a mall in Sofia. The system is an 
extension of an advertising campaign for an 
anti-wrinkle beauty product by the Actavis
pharmacy company. Special software and 
cameras recognize the movement of your 
hand smoothing woman's skin on the screen 
as easy as a child game. Added value of the 
interactive performance were the children 
who - attracted by the system - drew in their 
mothers as well.

Agency: Reforma Sofia, Bulgaria.

An interactive advertsing campaign was 
installed in a mall in Sofia. The system is an 
extension of an advertising campaign for an 
anti-wrinkle beauty product by the Actavis
pharmacy company. Special software and 
cameras recognize the movement of your 
hand smoothing woman's skin on the screen 
as easy as a child game. Added value of the 
interactive performance were the children 
who - attracted by the system - drew in their 
mothers as well.

Agency: Reforma Sofia, Bulgaria.

Source: http://directdaily.blogspot.com/2008/09/hyavita-wrinkles.html



Ambient & Outdoor: Energy Saving Light BulbsAmbient & Outdoor: Energy Saving Light Bulbs

Energy saver
Saatchi & Saatchi, Cape Town, has created 
this ambient campaign which shows 
consumers how simple it is to save energy, 
by switching off a light when it’s not in use.
A light is activated by a sensor as they 
approach the bus stop - illuminating the 
shelter as well as the message “Only use 
electricity when you need it”. 

Energy saver
Saatchi & Saatchi, Cape Town, has created 
this ambient campaign which shows 
consumers how simple it is to save energy, 
by switching off a light when it’s not in use.
A light is activated by a sensor as they 
approach the bus stop - illuminating the 
shelter as well as the message “Only use 
electricity when you need it”. 

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/09/



Ambient Campaign for Beer Ambient Campaign for Beer 

This ambient campaign for Baltica Beer Dry
was launched in Chile with an aim to 
generate consumption of the product without 
using traditional media. To remind working
people on the way at home to have a beer,   
artificial Baltica’s cans were installed on to 
metallic tubes inside the train.
Agency: Sepia, Chile

This ambient campaign for Baltica Beer Dry
was launched in Chile with an aim to 
generate consumption of the product without 
using traditional media. To remind working
people on the way at home to have a beer,   
artificial Baltica’s cans were installed on to 
metallic tubes inside the train.
Agency: Sepia, Chile

Source: http://www.trendhunter.com/photos/26348/2



„World biggest Mini“ teaser campaign„World biggest Mini“ teaser campaign

To support the launch of the “Worlds Biggest 
MINI” - the MINI Clubman, DRAFTFCB 
Auckland created a teaser campaign playing 
on the idea of making stuff bigger by tricking 
up road side and foot traffic street posters.

Advertising Agency: DRAFTFCB, Auckland, 
New Zealand
Creative Director: James Mok
Art Director: Kelly Lovelock
Copywriter: Hayley Marks

To support the launch of the “Worlds Biggest 
MINI” - the MINI Clubman, DRAFTFCB 
Auckland created a teaser campaign playing 
on the idea of making stuff bigger by tricking 
up road side and foot traffic street posters.

Advertising Agency: DRAFTFCB, Auckland, 
New Zealand
Creative Director: James Mok
Art Director: Kelly Lovelock
Copywriter: Hayley Marks

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/09/mini-clubman-false-mirror/



Viral Spot from MaggiViral Spot from Maggi

Do you like
alphabet noodle
soup? Discover
how much you
can do with it. 
Agency: Publicis
Frankfurt

Do you like
alphabet noodle
soup? Discover
how much you
can do with it. 
Agency: Publicis
Frankfurt

Source: http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=aXLoMzdf3gk&feature=related



Ikea: Storage solutionsIkea: Storage solutions

Ikea: „Slide to 
open“
Advertising 
Agency: 303 
Group, Perth, 
Australia
CD: Lindsay 
Medalia
A D: Richard 
Berney

Ikea: „Slide to 
open“
Advertising 
Agency: 303 
Group, Perth, 
Australia
CD: Lindsay 
Medalia
A D: Richard 
Berney

Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/ambient/ikea_slide_to_open



Audi Quattro - The Experience of „Grip“Audi Quattro - The Experience of „Grip“

The new commercial by Audi Quattro 
dramatizes the rather technical benefit of “the 
grip of a Quattro” in a very human and 
emotional way.

The new commercial by Audi Quattro 
dramatizes the rather technical benefit of “the 
grip of a Quattro” in a very human and 
emotional way.



Launch of a fashion brand in UKLaunch of a fashion brand in UK

A|wear is a famous fashion brand in Ireland. 
To promote the launch of its arrival in UK, the 
agency Cunning developed a strategy based 
on the proposition that A|wear is ‘unlocking 
the secrets of fashion’.

Residents of Bristol and Leicester – the first 
two UK homes of A|wear – found their cities 
sprinkled with ornate die-cast keys, each one 
attached to a pretty label entitling them to 5 
pounds off any purchase in the brand new 
A|wear store. Branded birdcages, containing 
beautiful A|wear accessories also added 
colour and interest to each city centre.

In the respective shopping malls themselves 
more keys were handed out by fantastically 
dressed ‘birds of paradise’, housed in a giant 
birdcage. Some of the keys contained codes 
that unlocked, not just the secrets of fashion, 
but prizes worth up to 500 pounds.
Coinciding with the opening of these cutting 
edge malls, A|wear’s presence eclipsed all 
other shops thanks to the enormous interest 
generated by this previously unknown brand. 
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Source: http://www.cunning.com/index.php?id=52



New Stuff from PumaNew Stuff from Puma

The Puma shoe
ad campaign
„New Stuff“ is an 
awarded
campaign and 
sets the focus on 
the single
product. Here
are the latest
illustrations. 

The Puma shoe
ad campaign
„New Stuff“ is an 
awarded
campaign and 
sets the focus on 
the single
product. Here
are the latest
illustrations. 

Source: http://www.adpunch.org/entry/puma-new-stuff-at-puma-store/



Ambient: Styx UnderwearAmbient: Styx Underwear

Styx Underwear for men has a special 
character – it offers a unique design that 
ensures that no part of the cloth will get 
entangled, in the middle of a man’s rear end 
(buttocks). They use double sided pages with 
just one big simple close-up image: man’s 
bottom. When you open the magazine, you’ll 
just pull out (from the middle of the bottom) the 
ordinary business card with the headline: This is 
the only time we are getting into your ass.
Agency: Styx, Czech Republic.

Styx Underwear for men has a special 
character – it offers a unique design that 
ensures that no part of the cloth will get 
entangled, in the middle of a man’s rear end 
(buttocks). They use double sided pages with 
just one big simple close-up image: man’s 
bottom. When you open the magazine, you’ll 
just pull out (from the middle of the bottom) the 
ordinary business card with the headline: This is 
the only time we are getting into your ass.
Agency: Styx, Czech Republic.

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/09/styx-underwear-we-are-not-getting-into-your-ass/



Ambient Idea: Doll House PaperbagAmbient Idea: Doll House Paperbag

The Agency Bartle Bogle Hegarty Asia-
Pacific, Singapore developed for their client 
Dollz Inc. (a retail shop Specialized in dolls) a 
distinctive ambient idea: When consumers 
buy a doll at Dollz Inc., they take home, 
literally, a doll in its house. Due to the 
enchanting design of a carrier bag, the 
Agency has managed to create a nice take-
away experience. 

The Agency Bartle Bogle Hegarty Asia-
Pacific, Singapore developed for their client 
Dollz Inc. (a retail shop Specialized in dolls) a 
distinctive ambient idea: When consumers 
buy a doll at Dollz Inc., they take home, 
literally, a doll in its house. Due to the 
enchanting design of a carrier bag, the 
Agency has managed to create a nice take-
away experience. 

Source: http://directdaily.blogspot.com/2008_09_01_archive.html



Print Campaign for Eveready BatteriesPrint Campaign for Eveready Batteries

Eveready
Batteries
dramatize in a 
simple way what
could happen
when you have
no light.

Agency: 
Rediffusion
DY&R India
Art Director: 
Piyash Ghosh
Creative Director 
/ Copywriter: 
Anandaroop
Ghosh

Eveready
Batteries
dramatize in a 
simple way what
could happen
when you have
no light.

Agency: 
Rediffusion
DY&R India
Art Director: 
Piyash Ghosh
Creative Director 
/ Copywriter: 
Anandaroop
Ghosh

Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/eveready_toe
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Leo Burnett Study: How to better target men onlineLeo Burnett Study: How to better target men online

A new study from comScore and Leo Burnett
discovered how to target men online. 

The study, which updates a 2005 report, finds 
that men are buying more products than ever 
and are spending money in places they never 
spent before.
The study found two distinct types of online 
males - metrosexuals (enlightened, evolved 
men), retrosexuals (stereotypical males). The 
key, tough, is that despite these two segments 
men more or less act in the same ways: 
All men are using the Internet more; they are 
looking for information on food, cars, etc. and 
are turning to search and online communities to 
find the information they seek. 
But, the two main categories can be divided into 
four different subsets. Social Butterflies who 
want to meet likeminded people, pragmatists 
who go online for specific information and then 
log off, protectors who spend the minimum 
amount of time online and the king of bling who 
wants the latest toys and also wants to show 
them off.

A new study from comScore and Leo Burnett
discovered how to target men online. 

The study, which updates a 2005 report, finds 
that men are buying more products than ever 
and are spending money in places they never 
spent before.
The study found two distinct types of online 
males - metrosexuals (enlightened, evolved 
men), retrosexuals (stereotypical males). The 
key, tough, is that despite these two segments 
men more or less act in the same ways: 
All men are using the Internet more; they are 
looking for information on food, cars, etc. and 
are turning to search and online communities to 
find the information they seek. 
But, the two main categories can be divided into 
four different subsets. Social Butterflies who 
want to meet likeminded people, pragmatists 
who go online for specific information and then 
log off, protectors who spend the minimum 
amount of time online and the king of bling who 
wants the latest toys and also wants to show 
them off.

Read more: http://www.bizreport.com/2008/09/report_how_to_better_target_men_online.html



Car Buyers triggered by „Green“Car Buyers triggered by „Green“

The online study Eco Watch from Kelley Blue 
Book Marketing Research figured out:

• Toyota, Honda and Chevrolet are perceived 
as selling the most environmentally friendly 
and fuel-efficient models.

• 60 % reported they were "very concerned" 
about the environment, citing water and air 
pollution, global warming and energy 
shortages as their primary issues.

• 58% were considering a more fuel-efficient 
vehicle for their next purchase. 

• 57% said they had changed their driving 
habits.

• 58% who have already changed the type of 
vehicle they are planning to buy said they 
would not go back to their former vehicle of 
choice even if gas prices were to drop to $1 
a gallon.

• The alternative-fuel technologies they most 
favored were hybrid engines, hydrogen fuel 
cells and natural gas vehicles.

• Motorists were most skeptical of biofuel, 
diesel and battery-electric vehicles.

The online study Eco Watch from Kelley Blue 
Book Marketing Research figured out:

• Toyota, Honda and Chevrolet are perceived 
as selling the most environmentally friendly 
and fuel-efficient models.

• 60 % reported they were "very concerned" 
about the environment, citing water and air 
pollution, global warming and energy 
shortages as their primary issues.

• 58% were considering a more fuel-efficient 
vehicle for their next purchase. 

• 57% said they had changed their driving 
habits.

• 58% who have already changed the type of 
vehicle they are planning to buy said they 
would not go back to their former vehicle of 
choice even if gas prices were to drop to $1 
a gallon.

• The alternative-fuel technologies they most 
favored were hybrid engines, hydrogen fuel 
cells and natural gas vehicles.

• Motorists were most skeptical of biofuel, 
diesel and battery-electric vehicles.

Source: http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/automotive-travel/e3i0e4fd2428ec797838e295ef4fcbc08fe



A never-ending Association TestA never-ending Association Test

Brand tags is a collective experiment in brand 
perception. The brandtags site 
provides spontanous brand insights. 
Everyone can take part and type in own 
associations of prompted brands. What you 
get is a survey of all brand associations -
ranked by frequency. 

Brand tags is a collective experiment in brand 
perception. The brandtags site 
provides spontanous brand insights. 
Everyone can take part and type in own 
associations of prompted brands. What you 
get is a survey of all brand associations -
ranked by frequency. 

Source: http://culturalfuel.com/2008/09/24/a-never-ending-association-test/



The most valuable Brands of EuropeThe most valuable Brands of Europe

In the European-wide brand ranking Nokia is 
still on the top position with a brand value of 
38,28 billion Euros. Followed by Vodafone 
( 24,13 billion Euros) and Mercedes Benz 
(21,36 billion Euros). 
Regarding the absolute brand values per 
country Germany is European leader. 
Germany Top-10-brands represent a total 
value of approximately 153 billion Euros, 
scarcely followed by Great Britain with 146 
billion Euros. 

In the European-wide brand ranking Nokia is 
still on the top position with a brand value of 
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Source: 
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Study: Gamers Respond to In-Game AdsStudy: Gamers Respond to In-Game Ads

How much gamers react on advertising em-
bedded In a game is reported by Brandweek: 

Just how effective is that Burger King ad in the 
game NFL Street? Marketers have often 
wondered. Considering that more than a third 
(36%) of gamers actually bought, talked about 
or sought information about a product after 
seeing an ad in a videogame, per Nielsen 
Games, a case can be made that they are very 
effective. Not long ago, advertising within 
videogames was looked upon as an exciting 
new venue to attract a "lost boys" demographic 
that had stopped avidly watching TV. However, 
the excitement wore off for some as the ROI for 
such an unit was difficult to prove. Looking to 
get a temperature check among today's 
gamers, Nielsen Games polled 534 active 
videogame players last month on Brandweek's
behalf (both are units of Nielsen). Of those 
surveyed, 11% said they purchased a brand 
that was advertised in a game. Some 19% said 
they talked about it after seeing an ad and 10% 
said they recommended the product. 11 % said 
they sought more information. 
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Read more:  http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/digital/e3ibd93dba87a9330a3ed295b7ba76e8e25?imw=Y



Study: Baby Boomers also love Social NetworksStudy: Baby Boomers also love Social Networks

The study Entertainment Trends in America by 
The NPD Group, N.Y. reveals that social
networking sites used by teenagers and young 
adults are also adopted by baby boomers (aged 
44-61). The findings show that 41% of baby 
boomers have visited social networks, such as 
MySpace or Facebook, and 61% have been to 
sites with streaming or downloadable video.
The study also found that over 57% of Web 
users overall have stopped at social networking 
sites in the past three months. Baby boomers 
stopped on average of eight times in that 
period. 

NPD's findings confirm what many marketers 
already know: "Younger brands" like Apple and 
Red Bull have paved the way, and now "older 
brands" must realize that there's a more 
mainstream approach to reaching all types of 
consumers.
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Read full article : http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/digital/e3i651eebcf2abebf4377e6383007dbecd8?imw=Y



Adolescents and ExpendituresAdolescents and Expenditures

Adolescents spend most of their money for 
clothes, soft drinks, cosmetics and going 
out. 
This priority reflects the importance of the 
„Magic of the superficial“ in present youth 
culture. To be trendy and to demonstrate 
their own lifestyle to the public is one of the 
most powerful motivations in teenagers life.  
Thus, young peergroups often just have a 
similar style rather than the same interests. 
This concludes the youth study TimeScout
2008.
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This question was asked by Brandrebublic
UK. They reported in September about the 
nutrition campaign of the British Government  
"five a day„. The campaign appears to be 
working as UK consumers are eating more 
fresh fruits and veg., according to a new 
Datamonitor report. Brand Republic took to 
the streets to find out whether the public are 
attracted by food brands with healthy 
messaging.
http://www.brandrepublic.com/Research/VoxP
ops/Detail/55754/are-public-attracted-food-
brands-healthy-messaging/
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http://www.brandrepublic.com/Research/VoxP
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Read more: http://www.brandrepublic.com/News/836128/Consumers-dosing-themselves-effort-meet-five-day/

Attracted by food brands with healthy messaging?Attracted by food brands with healthy messaging?



Study about Online-Shopping Study about Online-Shopping 

Based on the study „zweinulltrends“ by the 
research institut innofact, shopping-clubs, 
shopping-communities or live shopping are 
not that big danger for classical web offers. 
Search engines and online-marketplaces are 
still the first approach for online shopper and 
buyer.

Based on the study „zweinulltrends“ by the 
research institut innofact, shopping-clubs, 
shopping-communities or live shopping are 
not that big danger for classical web offers. 
Search engines and online-marketplaces are 
still the first approach for online shopper and 
buyer.

Read more: 
http://www.deutsche-startups.de/2008/09/11/zweinull-trends-shopping-clubs-sind-fuer-klassischen-webhandel-noch-keine-gefahr/



Nielsen: First-Half Ad Spend Dips 1.4 % in USNielsen: First-Half Ad Spend Dips 1.4 % in US

Adweek reports in September that advertising
spending for the first half of 2008 fell 1.4 
percent to $67.6 billion, compared to the 
same period a year ago, according to Nielsen 
Monitor-Plus.

Ad spending by the top 10 advertisers was 
down almost 6 percent to $7.7 billion, versus 
the same period a year ago.

Adweek reports in September that advertising
spending for the first half of 2008 fell 1.4 
percent to $67.6 billion, compared to the 
same period a year ago, according to Nielsen 
Monitor-Plus.

Ad spending by the top 10 advertisers was 
down almost 6 percent to $7.7 billion, versus 
the same period a year ago.

Read more full article: http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/client/e3ifefcf0cc1c7138b785e9264deef5d894



Instore-Marketing tactics one of the most effective toolsInstore-Marketing tactics one of the most effective tools

This is the overall result of the study 
Delivering the Promise of Shopper Marketing: 
Mastering Execution for Competitive by
Deloitte and the Grocery Manufacturers 
Assn..
Companies no longer look at shopper 
marketing as an also-ran idea. In fact, 60% of 
the manufacturers and retailers polled said 
they have “significant” shopper marketing 
organizations. This was up from only 6% last 
year. 
Respondents expect to continue to enhance 
their shopper marketing budgets for at least 
the next three years because retailers and 
manufacturers who are embracing shopper 
marketing and executing against a core set of 
principles, are growing 50% faster than the 
categories in which they participate.

This is the overall result of the study 
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the manufacturers and retailers polled said 
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year. 
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the next three years because retailers and 
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Source: 
http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/shopper-marketing/e3i382d62ad1770e9ede207cf7aa81ec385?imw=Y



A new tool to test effectiveness of online advertisingA new tool to test effectiveness of online advertising

GfK Panel Services Germany developes a 
new method together with Google and 
Nurago (provider of technical provider) to 
measure online advertising effectiveness. 
The Web Efficiency Panel is a method of data 
collection which is unique in the world today.  
This tool links FMCG purchases to online 
advertising campaigns and delivers details 
regarding the effectiveness of online 
advertising. 
The GfK Panel Services Germany uses their 
German ConsumerScan panel, which 
comprises around 20,000 participants, to 
measure the internet usage of around 9,000 
households (15,000 internet users).  GfK
uses its Web Efficiency Panel to ascertain 
which FMCG are bought in certain stores 
across the complete spectrum of internet 
usage: online advertising campaigns, search 
engines and homepage hits. 
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Source: Press release GfK http://www.gfk.com/group/press_information/press_releases/002556/index.de.html



A new cultural revolution by Chinese A new cultural revolution by Chinese 

Marketingweek, UK, wrote about the second 
cultural revolution in China: 

Teenagers and young people are leading a 
massive change in Chinese retail culture 
that has seen influences from Japan and 
the West become absorbed into 
mainstream lifestyle and attitudes

China's National Bureau of Statistics reported 
a 22% year-on-year increase in retail sales in 
May 2008, further adding to many brands' 
and retailers' desire to succeed in the 
Chinese market. However, the Chinese 
market is constantly changing and many 
brands fail as they misinterpret the complex 
needs and attitudes of Chinese consumers. 
The way for global brands to become 
successful in this booming market is to 
understand Chinese consumers from the 
inside out rather than from a distant Western 
perspective.
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Read more: www.marketingweek.co.uk/cgi-bin/item.cgi?id=62111&d=259&h=263&f=3
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The world‘s largest theaterThe world‘s largest theater

Youtube has 
launched a new 
platform: a 
virtual projection 
room. It's a 
platform for films 
from around the 
world. Every 
Friday 4 new 
films are 
featured in the 
YouTube 
Screening Room 
with filmmaker’s 
permission.
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Source: http://www.youtube.com/ytscreeningroom



MySpace launches self-service ad platformMySpace launches self-service ad platform

Kirstina Knights from BizReport covers that
MySpace launches a self-service ad platform. 
The platform is available for use by 
individuals and companies to promote 
themselves on the MySpace network. 
The platform allows users to select the 
audience, target ads according to gender, 
age, region, city or state and even their 
interests. The targeting is based on 
information provided in MySpace user 
profiles and by their IP address. Pricing for 
the platform begins at $25 and can run up to 
$10,000; ads are pay-per-click. The ads can 
be created by customizing an existing 
MySpace ad template or can be created by 
the business' own creative team.
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Source: http://www.bizreport.com/2008/09/myspace_launches_selfserve_ad_platform.html



Twitter launches ad initiativeTwitter launches ad initiative

Marketingweek reported in September, that
Twitter, the micro-blogging site, has launched 
a new application that will pay users for 
display ads on their profiles. Users will be 
paid according to how many hours the ad is 
kept on their homepage.

The platform, which has been developed on 
Twitter's open platform, will allow users to 
post blogs inviting advertisers to buy their 
profile stating the duration and fee they wish 
to charge. A company can then come forward 
with a proposal and Twitter will get a 5% 
service fee of the amount.
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Source: http://www.marketingweek.co.uk/cgi-bin/item.cgi?id=62251



Nintento DS Wireless Hot Spot for McDonald‘s Tokio Nintento DS Wireless Hot Spot for McDonald‘s Tokio 

Nintendo has started a cooperation with 
McDonald’s: In conjunction with the Nintendo 
Spot project they‘ve established a new 
wireless information and gaming service in 21 
restaurants around Tokyo to give DS gamers 
wireless access to the internet on the train 
and in McDonald’s restaurants. 
Thus McDonald‘s offers their customers to 
visit McDonald‘s websites or download trial 
game versions. 
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Source: http://www.kilian-nakamura.com/blog-english/index.php/2008/09/



Nike uses Google Earth for virtual running driveNike uses Google Earth for virtual running drive

Nike has built a campaign around Google 
Earth that allows users to ‘run’ through virtual 
replicas of cities across the world. 

Nike Hong Kong launched the youth-targeted 
digital campaign to promote its new three-
kilometer running category that will be held in 
conjunction with Nike’s annual 10K running 
event in November.

By using web-cams, Nike+ and keyboards it
is possible to virtually run through Paris, 
London and Rome. 

http://www.nike.com.hk/local/running10k_200
8/swf/home.html#/home/frontpage/
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Source: http://www.brandrepublic.asia/DigitalMedia/newsarticle/2008_09/Nike-uses-Google-Earth-in-virtual-running-drive/32746



YouTube Insights: Your Video Second-by-SecondYouTube Insights: Your Video Second-by-Second

YouTube presents statistics tool Video Heat 
Map, which determines and indicates 
frequently seen scenes second-by-second,  
how long the users watched.
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frequently seen scenes second-by-second,  
how long the users watched.

Source: http://de.youtube.com/blog



The new Generation of TamagotchiThe new Generation of Tamagotchi

In November Bandai will release the new 
generation of Tamagotchis in Japan. 
They offer colored background, for example a 
kitchen, a bath or the playground. The face of 
the animals becomes blue, when they 
become sick because of  missing care or  red 
when they are furious. 
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Source: http://www.netzeitung.de/largepic/?media_id=253033



Touch-Screen Restaurant Registers – The Epos LiteTouch-Screen Restaurant Registers – The Epos Lite

Trendhunter.com reports about the latest
trend in restaurants:

„The EPOS lite is a concept design for a hi-
tech cash register. The device, ideal for 
restaurants, has a touchscreen interface and 
a built-in menu, the design for which was 
inspired by the Apple MacBook Air and 
iPhone. 
The EPOS lite concept was featured at the 
2008 University of Wolverhampton Degree 
Show and also at the New Designers 08 
London event.“
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Functional Drinks: Fresh Breath enabled by CoffeeFunctional Drinks: Fresh Breath enabled by Coffee

The Japanese beverage producer Kirin 
launched the mentholated coffee “Fire 
Menthol”. 

The Japanese beverage producer Kirin 
launched the mentholated coffee “Fire 
Menthol”. 

Source: http://www.kilian-nakamura.com/blog-english/index.php/kirin-launches-metholated-coffee-mint-soda/



New ways of Advertising: Web TV SeriesNew ways of Advertising: Web TV Series

Axe sponsors an urban-action comedy this
month on the Web. Twenty-three 5- to 10-
minutes episodes will run this fall.
Created by maniaTV, an Internet video 
network, Unilever's Axe brand is the sponsor 
of the series, often appearing at the center of 
the story line. 
The title of the web-tv- series is Midnight Rida
and is a spoof of the 1980s kitschy television 
classic Knight Rider.
The series demonstrates a growing trend of 
having the advertiser in place from inception, 
rather than creating the show and then 
searching for appropriate ad placements. 
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month on the Web. Twenty-three 5- to 10-
minutes episodes will run this fall.
Created by maniaTV, an Internet video 
network, Unilever's Axe brand is the sponsor 
of the series, often appearing at the center of 
the story line. 
The title of the web-tv- series is Midnight Rida
and is a spoof of the 1980s kitschy television 
classic Knight Rider.
The series demonstrates a growing trend of 
having the advertiser in place from inception, 
rather than creating the show and then 
searching for appropriate ad placements. 

Read full article: http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/nontraditional/e3i999ebd327d1b0f723c455465bdb6d590



DriverSide: A Website for DriversDriverSide: A Website for Drivers

DriverSide is the first full service Web site 
with the mission of saving consumers time 
and money through resources that make 
owning or leasing an automobile hassle-free. 
DriverSide allows consumers to save money 
on servicing and maintenance costs as well 
as buy and sell automobiles. With an in-
house editorial staff, DriverSide offers advice 
on how to own and operate a vehicle as well 
as reviews on new and used automobiles. 
DriverSide’s community allow consumers to 
participate in forums, meet other owners of a 
particular vehicle, share knowledge, and post 
reviews on mechanics and dealers.

http://www.driverside.com/about
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Mobile application for cleaning chemicalsMobile application for cleaning chemicals

Seventh Generation has launched a mobile 
application that allows people to look up the 
definitions of common household cleaning 
chemicals even as they shop.
The application is available for download to 
Web-enabled cell phones (as well as a 
widget application) at 
Showtheworldwhatsinside.com. 
It is part of a larger "Show the World What's 
Inside" campaign that includes print breaking 
in such publications as Cookie, Domino and 
Self. 
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Read more: http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/digital/e3i991563eaf426e2a2784333cd2e7034f6



The art of Caravaning – the Mehrzeller ConceptThe art of Caravaning – the Mehrzeller Concept

Caravans are cool again!
Mehrzeller means „multi cell“ and is the new 
innovation in travel trailer design. 
An online application generates the design 
based on customers specifications and 
enables obsessed camper to design their 
own unique travel trailer.
The particular travel trailer aside is the 
creation of two designers from Graz 
University of Technology in Austria.

Caravans are cool again!
Mehrzeller means „multi cell“ and is the new 
innovation in travel trailer design. 
An online application generates the design 
based on customers specifications and 
enables obsessed camper to design their 
own unique travel trailer.
The particular travel trailer aside is the 
creation of two designers from Graz 
University of Technology in Austria.

Source: 
http://www.cherryflava.com/cherryflava/2008/09/index.html or http://squob.com/travel_trailers/mehrzeller-polygon-camping/



Software to save the worldSoftware to save the world

Innovative software designed to monitor and 
manage water usage on farms is putting four 
university students from Victoria on the world 
stage. They will represent Australia in the 
finals of Microsoft's Imagine Cup challenge.

"An automated watering system allows for a 
very fine level of control over when to water, 
with weather forecasting taken into 
consideration when calculating the best time 
to water the crop. If rain is predicted in the 
next 48 hours, the system can hold back 
(from activating the sprinklers) so as to 
reduce the farm's water consumption. In the 
event that the skies don't open or there is 
insufficient rain to bring soil moisture levels 
back to what's needed.”
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Read full article: http://www.smh.com.au/news/businessinnovations/students-saving-the-world-for-a-rainy-day/2008/06/30/1216162955587.html



Marketplace for unused brandsMarketplace for unused brands

Launched last month, Texas-based IncSpring
is a virtual marketplace linking graphic 
designers with businesses interested in pre-
designed but unused corporate logos, brands 
and corporate identities.
Website: https://incspring.com/index.php
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Source: http://www.springwise.com/marketing_advertising/marketplace_for_unused_brands/



Mobile phone advice serviceMobile phone advice service

How important the mobile phone has become 
for asian people reveals the following trend: 
The website www.mycounselor.jp offers a 
very special service: Users can send an 
anonymous mail  about their problem to a 
counselor of their choice. 

Choosing from a variety of categories (from 
love to work to money), advice seekers can 
send a text message of up to 1000 
characters to the counselor of their choosing. 
Each category lists sample questions and 
responses from each of the site’s counselors 
so users can choose from among them. 
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very special service: Users can send an 
anonymous mail  about their problem to a 
counselor of their choice. 

Choosing from a variety of categories (from 
love to work to money), advice seekers can 
send a text message of up to 1000 
characters to the counselor of their choosing. 
Each category lists sample questions and 
responses from each of the site’s counselors 
so users can choose from among them. 

Source: http://www.kilian-nakamura.com/blog-english/
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